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AMERICAN NEWSPAPER COMMENT

The New York Times to-day says:-

On the eve of his departure for Italy, Count Carlo Sforza., lifelong
opponent cf Fascism and severe critic cf the Italian King and Marshal Badoglio,
declared: "Any ultimate 'political views cf mine and my friends are subordinate
to one supreme duty - the union of all Italians in the War against Germany,
I consider it an act of treason against Italy to oppose the Badoglio Government
as long as it makes war against Germany in full accord with the Allied . Armies."

This statement of a leading Italian exponent cf Anti-Fascism is an

expression cf political maturity which premises well for a future democratic

regime in a liberated Italy. It is in line with the Atlantic Charter, which

calls for the right of all peoples to choose the Government under which they
will live, and with the policy pursued by the American and British Governments
that the paramount duty f all Anti-Axis forces is to win the war first and

choose their Governments afterwards. Unfortunately, a like political maturity
is still lacking in certain countries, where personal rivalries and political
sectarianism . threaten to undemine national unity and, by hampering the full

effort of such nations in the war, to place an additional burden on the American
and British Armies, which must bear the main share cf the common struggle in

the west.

This is true to some extent of the French and Poles, and it is especially
true of the Yugoslavs. There are instances of apolitical cliques or partisan
movements seekin- to create political power machines of their own, and some of

these are as much interested in fighting for "The Revolution" as for a common

victory. There are political differences of opinion in all countries, including
the U.S O and Great Britain. But neither in the U.S. nor in Great Britain

has anybody thought of creating separate Democratic, or Republican, or

Conservative, or Labour Party Armies to fight the war on their own hook and for

their own special interests.

Yet something like that is taking place in certain European countries,
and in Yugoslavia it has led to a virtual civil war. One reason for this is

the different approach to the European problem by the Nostern allies on the

one hand and Russia on' the other. The Western allies have in the main

supported the recognised Governments of Anti-Axis nations surviving from the pre-
war era, which are backed by organised armies and are either actively participating
in the Allied struggle or are ready to join in it at a moment held most propitious

by the Allied Command.

Russia, on the other hand, has been promoting revolutionary partisan
movements for active guerilla warfare behind the enemy lines. The activities of

both quite often overlap, and. between partisan claims and. counterclaims it is

often impossible to judge which claim is true. That is particularly so in

Yugoslavia, where the Russian-supported partisans have achieved some remarkable

successes against the Nazis, but are also devoting a good part of their energies
to fighting the army of the recognised Yugoslav Government led by General

Mikhailovitch. Mikhailovitch has always declared that for the present he is

fighting merely a defensive battle and keeping his army together for the hour of

an allied invasion of the Balkans when he can clear the path for it.

But because of this, he has long been described, by the partisans as a

’’Fascist" and even a Nazi collaborator, and echoes of this campaign are finding
their way into some sections of the American press.

In point of 'act, from a purely military angle, the struggle of both the

organised armies and the guerilla bands should be welcomed, for each has its own

separate task to fulfil..
'

The guerillas, by their übiquity and quick dispersal

among the civil population, are especially valuable for sabotage and fighting-
behind the enemy"1

s lines, and in countries like Belgium, Norway and the Netherlands

they are performing remarkable feats without partisan politics.
But the guerillas alone will not win the war. Organised, armies mil he needed

for final victory. For that reason, the Allied Command is maintaining liaison and

is giving aid to "both forces, and .allied statesmanship has 1 -ng sought to bridge
the gap between them. But for lack of an understanding between the western Allies

and Russia on a common European policy this has proved difficult sc far. Here is

a problem to be dealt with at the forthcoming conference in Moscow.



THE SACKING OF ROMS

The Washington Post in an editorial today states

According to what appear to be trustworthy reports reaching London, the
Nazis have beenlooting Rome on a scale which has no historical precedent. All
the palaces and museums of that most famous of cities are, it is said, being
stripped of all treasures which are in any way portable. These are being piled
into freight trains for transport to Berlin,

In the past 2,400 years or so Rome has been sacked at least four times, but

one may readily believe that all these lootings were pretty amateurish affairs

compared with the present c That about 389 B.C, which though probably conducted
with a good deal of fury, was probably not very important, For there could have

been little in Rome at that early time that was really worth looting. All the

other instances have been by Germans of one designation or another.

Alaric and his Visigoths entered the city in A,D, 410 and helped themselves
to whatever caught their fancy. But being barbarians in the more respectable
•sense of the word, it is probable they had no very fine taste for Graeco-Roman

culture. About 45 years later Gaiseric and his vandals did a more thorough job
of destroying as well as looting. Indeed, they did so much of 'Doth that the

very name of their nation has become a word meaning wanton destruction of beautiful

objects. The other sack of Rome was in 1527 by the soldiers of the German Emperor
Charles V, That time the looting continued for weeks on end, but the ignorance
of these mercenaries was almost as vast as their greed, and they ignored or over-

looked many things of great value and antiquity.

The Nazis, who are both barbaric and literate, are not likely to moke this

error. Virtually all of the stuff now in Rome has been laboriously catalogued
for the benefit of students, and it is quite probable that Curators and other

experts have been sent in from Germany to guide the looters and to supervise the

packing, At any rate, there is ample precedent for such an organization.

In Poland, for example, the Curators of the art galleries and museums and

other institutions were amazed to find, in Germany's occupation forces old German

exployes who supervised the stripping with the knowledge and expertnes’s born of

actual experience. It is thus probable that the whole plan of sacking Rome was

worked out in meticulous detail long before the collapse of Italy afforded the

pretext, and it is not impossible that space for Roman masterpieces has already
been allocated in the German museums,

Many of the most famous masterpieces are in the Vatican museum, and it is

difficult to believe that the. Nazis intend to spare them, Bn even greater

calamity than the robbery of the Vatican’s Hellenistic and Roman art treasures

would be the looting of the Vatican library, the largest and most famous in the

world, with its utterly priceless and irreplaceable manuscripts and codices. It

would be fully comparable to the burning of the Alexandrian library by Moslem

fanatics, perhaps the greatest single disaster in the whole history of European
culture,

Of course, carting away 'works of art is an old army game* The Romans

themselves did plenty of it in their conquest of Greece, Napoleon and most of

his Marshals were also .industrious collectors by this method. But in those

instances there was at least reasonable assurance that the works would be pre-

served, There is no such assurance in the case of the Nazis, Vhat they cannot

carry off, it is likely they 'will destroy, .And of what they do carry off, much

will be destroyed in transit and much more, no doubt, will be destroyed when the

large-scale bombing of German cities is resumed.
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